MEETING NOTICE

TIME: 11:45 A.M.—1 P.M.
DATE: Thursday, February 14, 2019
PLACE: Evan’s Kitchen
855 - 57th Street
Sacramento, CA

Their private banquet space is opposite the restaurant.
Extra parking behind the meeting room.
Lunch is $25. Cash, checks and credit cards accepted.

ELKAY
Speaker: Mitchell Whittington, Elkay Manufacturing

Mitch is a Technical Field Support Specialist with Elkay Manufacturing. He joined the Elkay Architect & Engineer Team in May of 2017, after spending two years in Plumbing Wholesale in Houston, TX. His duties include specification support, product selection, and installation/technical expertise on all products. He is a graduate of Illinois State University with a Degree in Marketing.

Presentation—The Art of Water

In the pursuit of increasing sustainability efforts for a positive impact on the environment, more bottle filling stations are being put into building design specifications. Learn how bottle fillers help to conserve energy, while encouraging the use of reusable bottles to minimize disposable plastic bottle waste in the environment. We will:

— Examine the scope of the water delivery challenge and the specific measures being contemplated, such as solving water delivery challenges with Water Fountains and Bottle Filling Stations.
— Provide an overview of the environmental benefits of drinking water solutions and bottle filling stations, with discussion on how they compare to existing technologies.
— Equip you with a specifications review.

Please RSVP to: claired@sacvalleyassoc.net